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Abstract

While many economic interactions feature “All-or-Nothing” options nudging investors towards
going “all-in”, such designs may unintentionally affect reciprocity. We manipulate the investor’s
action space in two versions of the “trust game”. In one version investors can invest either “all”
their endowment or “nothing”. In the other version, they can invest any amount of the
endowment. Consistent with our intentions-based model, we show that "all-or-nothing” designs
coax more investment but limit investors’ demonstrability of intended trust. As a result, “all-in”
investors are less generously reciprocated than when they can invest any amount, where full
investments are a clearer signal of trustworthiness.
JEL Classifications: C72, C90, C91, D63, D64, L51

1. Introduction
Human exchange likely evolved among ancient hominids as a survival strategy under
conditions characterized by resource holding asymmetries and asynchronous opportunities to
control resource distribution. 1 These conditions required that successful exchange relationships
rely on trust and trustworthiness (Cosmides and Tooby 1992; Isaac 1978). Relationships in
modern economies continue to share in the gains and efficient transactions possible from trustbased asynchronous exchange: by relying on trust, the otherwise necessary costs of contracting
and monitoring can be reduced or eliminated (e.g., Fukuyama 1995).
Interactions that require trust involve a basic dilemma where security (e.g. by not
investing) is traded off with the benefits of developing a trust-based reciprocity relationship with
the trustee. Trust based reciprocity relationships are based on trust, trustworthiness, and mutual
benefit: trustors who are trusting decide to forgo security in expectation of trustworthy trustees
that will avoid opportunism and provide mutual benefit (e.g., McCabe et al. 2003). Berg et al.
(1995) formalized this dilemma using a simple sequential game where investments are efficiency
enhancing but investors are unable to enforce returns from trustees.
In this paper we study the effects that different investor choice sets have on investments,
returns, and trust attributions in the trust game. In particular, two questions motivate our study.
First, can we generate more investment by restricting the investor’s choice set to an “All-orNothing” (either investing their entire endowment or keeping it) option? Second, if we can
generate higher investment using All-or-Nothing restrictions, will higher investment lead to
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The frequency and breadth of trust humans show in strangers is curious, because we do not see analogues of this
among our closely related primates (Seabright 2010).
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higher reciprocity or might it “backfire” on investors (e.g. resulting in lower or even negative
returns)? Results addressing these questions are of interest to managers, social and financial
planners, and behavioral economists for a couple of reasons. First, investors’ options are often
restricted (we review some examples below), making it important to know whether such
restrictions are economically efficient. The increasingly popular practice of intentionally
manipulating people’s “choice architecture” (Münscher, Vetter, and Scheuerle 2016) has led to
documented economic improvements for both investors and trustees, making it of great interest
to social and financial planners (Thaler and Sunstein 2009). Second, many behavioral economists
use and refer to results of “trust games” with highly restricted action spaces (e.g., only two or
three options), considering these equivalent to “trust games” with more continuous action spaces.
An improved understanding of how trust game environments affect trust and reciprocity should
be of great importance to many, given the explosion in literature making the “trust game” a very
popular topic of study (for reviews see Balliet, D.P. et al. 2013; Johnson and Mislin 2011).
1.1 Background
Trust-based investment involves uncertainty: trustees are cautious about attributing trust
to investors, not all show interest in developing trust-based reciprocity relationships, and many
dismiss smaller investments as insufficient demonstrations of trust -- consequently returning less
than originally invested (Ostrom and Walker 2003). Our first research goal is to study the effects
of restricting the action space that governs the amount that can be invested in the trust game. In
trust-based interactions in and outside of the lab, both endogenous and exogenous alterations to
investors’ choice architecture have been explored. While we review both types below, our paper
concerns exogenously imposed choice restrictions.
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Endogenously imposed investment choice restrictions. Weber et al. (2004) report several
examples of investors signaling their trust by voluntarily taking on handicaps. In one of these
examples, they reference a documented phenomenon where potential parties in a merger
eliminate alternative suppliers to signal their commitment to the exchange relationship and make
it easier for the other party to also commit. Similarly, “deep” relationships (e.g. as found between
close friends, mates, business partners) are often cultivated when people become vulnerable and
interdependent: such as when sensitive personal information is disclosed that provides the
partner opportunity to later exploit this information if the relationship deteriorates. By
disincentivizing their own extra-pair opportunities in the future and thereby reducing their
partner’s risk of abandonment in times of need, “deeply engaged” partners can demonstrate their
relationship commitment and protect their partners from feeling “replaceable” (Tooby and
Cosmides 1996).
Restrictions are sometimes imposed on a first mover’s choice space by the trustee. For
example, in the risky world of entrepreneurial investment, a minimum investment (e.g. of
$25,000) is typically required from an angel investor for opportunity to invest in a startup
company (Sudek 2006). Minimum “pledges” are also common requirements to support projects
on www.kickstarter.com, the world's largest funding platform. Experimental studies using
appeals scales (a form of choice architecture manipulation), demonstrate that fundraisers can
increase net donations by suggesting discrete contribution levels slightly higher than previous
modal contributions (Desmet and Feinberg 2003).
Exogenously imposed investment choice restrictions. Many game interactions studied
feature investor action spaces that have been limited by the experimenter’s design. It has been
unclear how restrictive choice designs might reliably raise or lower net transfers in laboratory
4

games. In the context of a threshold public goods game, for example, Cadsby and Maynes (1999)
find lower levels of contribution when participants are provided binary rather than continuous
action spaces. On the other hand, in the context of linear public goods games Gangadharan and
Nikiforakis (2009) do not find differences in levels of contribution using binary (i.e., 0 or 10)
versus integer (i.e., 0, 1, … 10) action spaces. In the context of binary trust games, Bolle (1998)
and Eckel and Wilson (2004) provide investors All-or-Nothing investment options and find an
especially high investment rate: 76 and 80 percent of investors, respectively, send the full
amount. Eckel and Wilson’s (2004) game both (i) restricts the investor and trustee action space,
and (ii) frames the amount sent by the investor as a “loan.” Bolle’s (1998) game (i) uses a
different multiplier than Berg et al. (1995), (ii) pairs two investors with each trustee, and (iii)
uses a lottery to pay only 4 of the 64 pairs. Thus, the reason for increased investment is unclear.
Given these conflicting findings, it remains to be seen how restricting investment options would
impact investments in a trust game where trustees have freedom to return any proportion of the
multiplied investment.
Whether more restricted investment options affect reciprocity is a second important
question motivating this research. A few studies suggest that the relationship between investment
rate and reciprocity may not be so straightforward: if investment does not provide much
information about whether the investor values a trust-based reciprocity relationship, trustees may
not reciprocate (e.g., Bacharach et al. 2007; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004; Falk and
Fischbacher 2006; Rabin 1993). We suggest that the investor’s action space affects the
demonstrability of trust in its ability to reveal that the investor has forgone available alternatives
to secure some portion of their endowment and avoid the downside risk otherwise associated
with investment. Investment demonstrated in an environment of more (fewer) alternatives
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provides the trustee a clearer (more ambiguous) indication of how much an investor values a
trust-based reciprocity relationship.
To better understand how restriction of investor action space affects investments and
returns, we examine behavior in two versions of the trust game that we call the Continuous and
All-or-Nothing trust games. In a second experiment, described below, we examine beliefs about
trust attributions and expected behaviors in these games. In both the Continuous and All-orNothing trust games, the investor receives a $10 endowment and then makes an investment
decision. In both games, the un-endowed trustee receives the tripled amount of the investment
and then can return any amount to the investor. The difference is that while Continuous investors
can invest any amount of the $10 endowment; All-or-Nothing investors can only invest either $0
or $10. In both Continuous and All-or-Nothing games the trustee choice set (i.e., to return any
amount) is equally unrestricted.2
We provide testable hypotheses using a simple model where individuals differ on how
willing they would be to engage in a trust-based reciprocity relationship. We formalize this by
assuming that some investors and trustees suffer from “guilt” when not fully trusting their
partners. We show that trustee’s reciprocation of an investment increases with the amount
invested and with her belief about the investor’s true intentions. Our model thus combines

2

Similar to Bolle (1998), Dufwenberg and Gneezy (2000), Glaeser et al., (2000), Xiao and Bicchieri (2010), and
Rietz et al. (2018), the trustee is not endowed with $10 as in Berg et al. (1995). This design makes salient the
primordial social dilemma (with resource holding asymmetries and asynchronous opportunities) motivating our
work, by initially giving the investor complete control over wealth distribution, and subsequently giving the vested
trustee control. Additionally, this experimental design mirrors the luck-based endowment inequity that naturally
precedes trust-based relationships across human societies (Kaplan et al. 2012), making zero investment a more
salient anti-trust relationship behavior. As such, the second mover’s state of relative poverty characterizes the
adaptive problem under which human exchange psychology (capable of recognizing benefit opportunities from
asynchronous exchange) evolved.
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elements of outcome-based and intention-based reciprocation. We provide an analytical proof
that, under certain conditions, total investments would be larger in the All-or-Nothing game.
However, a given investment is a clearer signal of intentions in the Continuous case, where it
will be more generously reciprocated by trustees.
Our first of two experiments largely corroborates these theoretical conjectures. We find
that investments are higher in the All-or-Nothing game than in the Continuous game ($7.71
versus $5.60). However, when investment is limited to a two-choice option, as in the All-orNothing game, reciprocity decreases. On average trustees who receive $30 income (from $10
investment) return less in the All-or-Nothing game than in the Continuous game ($10.03 versus
$13.00). These results suggest that investor action space restriction affects trustee reciprocation:
while trustees use investment amounts to index investor trust and reciprocate based on this, the
all-or-nothing action space restricts demonstrations of trust and trustees’ ability to index investor
trust.
In a second incentivized experiment with a second group of participants, we manipulate
the versions of the “trust game” described (All-or-Nothing, Continuous) to investigate effects on
beliefs about investor trust and expectations about trustee reciprocity. Results indicate that while
investors going all-in are viewed as more trusting and expected to receive larger returns, the allin investors in the all-or-nothing game were viewed as less trusting and likely to receive smaller
returns than the all-in investors in the continuous game. Despite these effects, participants still
expected positive returns on all-in investments made in the all-or-nothing game. On average,
returns on all-in investments were zero in the all-or-nothing game of the first experiment. These
results suggest that while All-or-Nothing designs are expected to result in more investment and
tend to have this effect, their effect on lower reciprocity, while not entirely unexpected, may be
7

underappreciated. Generally, our results support the proposition that perceptions of intended trust
are formed not only by evaluating what others do but also by evaluating what others choose not
to do.
2. Theoretical Framework
Our model set-up is based on the trust (or investment) game introduced by Berg et al.
(1995) representing a basic two-person interaction in which players may choose cooperative
moves sequentially to achieve a mutually beneficial outcome. The first mover or “investor” is
initially endowed with 𝑀 dollars. The investor decides on an “investment” amount 𝑥 ∈ [0, 𝑀] to
be sent to the second mover or “trustee”. Any amount sent is multiplied 𝑟 > 1 times so that the
trustee receives an income of 𝑟𝑥 dollars. The trustee then can return 𝑦 ≤ 𝑟𝑥 dollars to the
investor, keeping any remaining income for herself. The investor cannot prevent the trustee from
keeping the income for herself. The investor may, however, trust that the trustee will reciprocate
the original investment and some of the profit it generated. We summarize the structure of the
experiment in Figure 1, which also includes participants’ payoffs in all the decision nodes.
--- Figure 1 Here: Monetary Payoffs in the Trust Game --The standard game theoretic prediction of the trust game (sequential Nash equilibrium) is
straightforward. There is no investment (𝑥 = 0) and no reciprocity (𝑦 = 0) among players if the
preference for immediate and autonomous money-maximization is widely shared and common
knowledge. This solution is framed in the rectangle below “Don’t invest” in Figure 1. A more
efficient outcome arises if the investor deviates from this solution and sends a positive amount to
the trustee (𝑥 > 0). We denote this as the “Invest” outcome. Finally, note that both participants
receive a higher payoff in the Invest outcome if 𝑥 < 𝑦 < 𝑟𝑥. Starting with Berg et al. (1995),
8

numerous experiments have reported evidence in favor of the Invest outcome and, in many cases,
both players end up increasing their initial endowments (see Camerer 2003 for a survey of the
trust game literature and Johnson and Mislin 2011 for a meta-analysis).
From a theoretical standpoint, a model where people derive utility from having
successfully interacted with another in a trust-based reciprocity relationship helps explain the
trust and trustworthy reciprocity easily observed between strangers. Existing social preference
models of altruism (Levine 1998) or inequity aversion (Fehr and Schmidt 1999), for example,
have been applied to explain the emergence of cooperative solutions in the trust game. The
common feature of these models is that they attempt to explain the results by focusing on the
properties of the outcomes of the game. In other words, they focus on the observed actions rather
than the intentions behind those actions. The empirical evidence, however, has emphasized that
players in the trust game try to read each other’s intentions (a process commonly known as
“mentalizing” or “mind reading” which depends on a “theory of mind”) rather than focusing
exclusively on the observed actions. For example, in games where the investor is exogenously
“forced” to invest, the trustee’s level of reciprocation is significantly lower than when the
investor freely chooses investment (McCabe, Rigdon, and Smith 2003). Likewise, investment
levels can be depressed when trustees are forced to provide some return (Rietz et al. 2018).
2.1.The Role of Intentions in Trust-Based Reciprocity Relations
We depart from the standard model described above by considering a situation where
individuals differ in their willingness to engage in a trust-based reciprocity relationship. To
formalize this, we assume that individuals might experience negative emotions like guilt and
insecurity (Gómez-Miñambres and Schniter 2017a, 2017b). In particular, we assume that an
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investor might suffer guilt -𝛽(𝑀 − 𝑥)2 - when not fully trusting a trustee. Similarly, a trustee
might suffer guilt - 𝛽(𝑟𝑥 − 𝑦)2- when not fully reciprocating the transfer received from the
investor. We also assume that investors might experience insecurity -𝛼𝑥 2 - when trusting a
trustee, which can be understood as the investors’ aversion to appear gullible. We consider a
model with two types of people (low and high) indexed by 𝑖 ∈ {𝐿, 𝐻} that differ in their
willingness to engage in trust-base relations. For simplicity we assume that the low (high) type
suffers only from insecurity (guilt) when trusting (not trusting). However, none of the results
described below will be different in a more general model where types suffer from a mix of guilt
and insecurity, provided that the high type’s guilt (insecurity) is higher (lower) than the low
type’s guilt (insecurity). We also assume that the high type values trust-based reciprocity
relationships with other high types more than with low types. We interpret this as people caring
about the “true intentions” of the other person in the relationship. If we denote by 𝛽𝑗 > 0 to be
the high type’s guilt for not trusting type 𝑗, this means that 𝛽𝐻 > 𝛽𝐿 . We assume that people
know there is a proportion 𝑝 ∈ (0,1) of type 𝐻 individuals in the population and we denote by
𝜃 = 𝑃[𝐻|𝑥] the trustee’s belief that investor is of type 𝐻 given investment 𝑥. Given this belief, a
high type trustee’s guilt is given by 𝛽̂ (𝜃) = 𝜃𝛽𝐻 + (1 − 𝜃)𝛽𝐿 .
Here forward we refer to a high (low) type investors as “trusting” (“non-trusting”), and to
a high (low) type trustee as “trustworthy” (“non-trustworthy”), as this nomenclature fits our
model set-up. While a non-trusting investor will never invest any money unless he expects the
return to compensate his insecurity, a trusting investor will extend trust to avoid the guilt
associated with a low investment. Similarly, a trustworthy trustee will return money to the
investor (again, to minimize guilt) while a non-trustworthy trustee will keep all the money
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received from the investor. In this sense, the parameter 𝛽𝑗 can be understood as a person’s
degree of trust or trustworthiness when interacting with a type 𝑗 person.
The utility functions of non-trusting and trusting investors are respectively:
1
𝑈𝐿 (𝑥; 𝜃) = 𝑀 + 𝐸𝜃 [𝑦|𝑥𝑖 ] − 𝑥𝑖 − 𝛼𝑥𝑖 2
2
1
𝑈𝐻 (𝑥; 𝜃) = 𝑀 + 𝐸𝜃 [𝑦|𝑥𝑖 ] − 𝑥𝑖 − 𝛽̂ (𝑝)(𝑀 − 𝑥𝑖 )2
2
As in the standard trust game model, the investor’s utility is given by his initial
endowment (𝑀) plus the expected return from investment given trustee’s beliefs
(𝐸𝜃 [𝑦|𝑥𝑖 ] − 𝑥𝑖 ). The last components of the utility function capture emotional consequences
faced by participants in a trust-based relationship. On the one hand, a trusting investor suffers
from the aforementioned “guilt” when not fully trusting (i.e., investing the endowment). We
1
assume that guilt decreases with the amount invested (2 𝛽̂ (𝑝)(𝑀 − 𝑥𝑖 )2 ).3 On the other hand, the

low type investors suffer from insecurity when trusting (i.e., investing more than 0). We assume
1

that insecurity increases with the amount invested (2 𝛼𝑥𝑖2 ).
The utility of a trustworthy trustee is given by:
1
𝑉𝐻 (𝑦; 𝜃) = 𝑟𝑥 − 𝑦𝑖 − 𝛽̂ (𝜃)(𝑟𝑥 − 𝑦𝑖 )2
2

3Note

that, as a first mover in the Trust game, the investor’s belief that the trustee is trustworthy is given by the prior
𝑝, therefore the high type investor’s guilt is given by 𝛽̂𝑖 (𝑝) = 𝑝𝛽𝑖𝐻 + (1 − 𝑝)𝛽𝑖𝐿 .
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Thus, her feeling of “guilt” decreases with the amount returned. Note that an
untrustworthy trustee does not suffer neither guilt nor insecurity because, as the second mover,
she decides what the final allocation will be with certainty.
𝑉𝐿 (𝑦; 𝜃) = 𝑟𝑥 − 𝑦𝑖
Given an investment, a trustee chooses a level of reciprocation such that:

𝑦𝑖 (𝜃) = argmax 𝑉𝑖 = {

𝑟𝑥 −

𝑦

1
𝛽̂ (𝜃)

0

𝑖𝑓 𝑖 = 𝐻
𝑖𝑓 𝑖 = 𝐿

Note that, while a non-trustworthy trustee does not reciprocate anything, a trustworthy trustee’s
reciprocation increases with the investment received and with her guilt given belief 𝜃. This
illustrates how our model combines “outcome-based” and “intention-based” elements of
reciprocity.
The expected return from investment is given by:

𝐸𝜃 [𝑦|𝑥] − 𝑥 = 𝑝𝑦𝐻 (𝜃) + (1 − 𝑝)𝑦𝐿 (𝜃) − 𝑥 = 𝑥(𝑝𝑟 − 1) −

𝑝
𝛽̂ (𝜃)

Given this expected return, the optimal (unconstrained) investment of investor 𝑖 is given
by:

𝑀+
𝑥𝑖∗ = argmax 𝑈𝑖 =
𝑥

{

2
(𝑝𝑟 − 1) 𝑖𝑓 𝑖 = 𝐻
𝛽̂ (𝜃)
𝑝𝑟 − 1
𝑖𝑓 𝑖 = 𝐿
𝛼
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1

Note that 𝑥𝑖∗ > 0 for all 𝑖 provided that 𝑝 > 𝑟 . Given the multiplier (×3) in our
laboratory experiment, this condition is satisfied whenever the proportion of trusting participants
is greater than 1/3. Moreover, since the investment cannot be higher than the endowment, the
optimal investments in this case are given by:
𝑥𝐻∗ = 𝑀 and 𝑥𝐿∗ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {

𝑝𝑟−1
𝛼

, 𝑀}

In order to connect the theory with our experimental design, we now examine results of
the model across two possible variants of the trust game. In the All-or-Nothing game (AN) the
investor can invest either $𝑀 or $0; thus 𝑥 𝐴𝑁 ∈ {0, 𝑀}. In the Continuous game (C) the investor
can invest any amount between $𝑀 and $0; thus 𝑥 𝐶 ∈ [0, 𝑀].
1

Proposition 1. Let 𝑝 be greater than 𝑟 , then in equilibrium, 𝑥𝐿𝐶 < 𝑥𝐿𝐴𝑁 = 𝑀, if the following
conditions are satisfied:

1

1

(𝛼𝑀−(𝑝𝑟−1))

2

(i)

𝑈𝐿 (𝑥𝐿∗ ; 0) > 𝑈𝐿 (𝑀; 1) ⟺

(ii)

𝑈𝐿 (𝑀; 𝑝) > 𝑈𝐿 (0; 0) = 𝑀 ⟺ 𝑝𝛽𝐻 + (1 − 𝑝)𝛽𝐿 >

(iii)

𝑀
2

< 𝑥𝐿∗ < 𝑀 ⟺

𝑝𝑟−1
𝑀

𝛽𝐿

−𝛽 <
𝐻

2𝛼𝑝
𝑝
1
2

𝑀((𝑝𝑟−1)− 𝛼𝑀)

< 𝛼 < 2(𝑝𝑟 − 1)

Proof: See Appendix A.
Proposition 1 provides the conditions for an equilibrium in which the trusting and not
trusting investors invest the same in AN but differently in C. This is the most interesting
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equilibrium of the game and it is the one that helps us understand our experiment results.4
Condition (i) ensures that the not trusting investor will not want to mimic the trusting investor’s
full investment strategy in C. This condition holds when 𝛽𝐿 and 𝛽𝐻 are not too far apart, so the
expected return of investing 𝑥𝐿∗ < 𝑀 is not much lower than the expected return of investing 𝑀.
Condition (ii) ensures that investing 𝑀 is an equilibrium in AN. This condition holds when guilt
𝛽𝑖 is high enough. Finally, (iii) simply provides necessary conditions for (i) and (ii). In Figure 2
below, we plot the non-trusting investor’s utility under the conditions of Proposition 1.
--- Figure 2 Here: Non-trusting investor’s utility if 𝒙𝑪𝑳 < 𝒙𝑨𝑵
𝑳 = 𝑴 --If the conditions of Proposition 1 hold, then average investments will be higher in AN
than in C:
𝐸[𝑥 𝐶 ] = 𝑝𝑀 + (1 − 𝑝)𝑥𝐿∗ < 𝑀 = 𝐸[𝑥 𝐴𝑁 ]
In this case, investments are a clear signal of intentions (i.e., being the trusting type) in C,
because different types of investors choose different investment levels (i.e., a separating
equilibrium). However, in AN, when all investors invest the full amount (i.e., a pooling
equilibrium), trustees are unable to infer the investor’s type. In other words, when observing an
investment of 𝑀, the trustee’s beliefs that the investor is trusting are 𝜃 = 1 in C, but only 𝜃 =
𝑝 < 1 in AN. Because trustees care about trusting intentions, this implies that full investments
will be reciprocated more generously in C than in AN (see Figure 3). However, the comparison

The other possible equilibria are: (i) 𝑥𝐿𝐶 = 𝑥𝐿𝐴𝑁 = 𝑀 and (ii) 𝑥𝐿𝐶 = 0 < 𝑥𝐿𝐴𝑁 < 𝑀. None of them seem to arise in
our experiment.
4
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of average reciprocation between games is not straightforward from Proposition 1. The following
corollary summarizes these comparisons.
Corollary 1. From the investment solutions of C and AN it follows that:
(i)

𝑦𝑖𝐶 |𝑀 > 𝑦𝑖𝐴𝑁 |𝑀 for all 𝑖

(ii)

𝐸[𝑦 𝐶 ] = 𝑝𝐸1 [𝑦|𝑀] + (1 − 𝑝)𝐸0 [𝑦|𝑥𝐿𝐶 ] < 𝐸𝑝 [𝑦|𝑀] = 𝐸[𝑦 𝐴𝑁 ]

Proof: See Appendix A.
Therefore, investments and reciprocations are on average higher in AN, however and
investment of 𝑀 will be more generously reciprocated in C. This is because, in our model,
trustees’ willingness to reciprocate is in part determined by his assessment of the investor’s type,
and while 𝑀 is only a noisy signal in AN, in C investing 𝑀 is a clear signal of being trusting.
In Figure 3, we plot the expected return for different investments given the equilibrium
beliefs when 𝑥𝐿𝐶 < 𝑥𝐿𝐴𝑁 = 𝑀. Note that the separating equilibrium in C makes the increase to full
investment steeper than in AN with a pooling equilibrium. This is because, given the equilibrium
in C, the trustee believes that the investor is non-trusting when observing any 𝑥 < 𝑀 (i.e., 𝜃 = 0)
but she believes that the investor is trusting when observing 𝑥 = 𝑀 (i.e., 𝜃 = 1). In our
intentions-based trust model, learning that the investor is trusting generates an increase in the
trustee’s willingness to reciprocate. Similarly, an investment of 𝑥 = 𝑀 will be less generously
reciprocated in AN because in a pooling equilibrium the trustee is not sure about the investor’s
type (i.e., 𝜃 = 𝑝).
--- Figure 3 Here: Expected return on investments if 𝒙𝑪𝑳 < 𝒙𝑨𝑵
𝑳 = 𝑴 ---
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3. Predictions
Our theory combines outcome-based and intention-based elements of reciprocity. In
particular, both the trustee’s reciprocation and the expected return minus investment (𝐸𝜃 [𝑦|𝑥] −
𝑥 ) should increase with the amount invested. As such, higher investments provide a clearer
signal that the investor is trusting. In fact, in the continuous case, a high investment fully reveals
that the investor is trusting so the reciprocation rate should accelerate. This leads us to our first
prediction.
Prediction 1: The relationship between investments and returns is increasing and convex.
Our model also generates our second prediction about an investment difference expected
between the Continuous and All-or-Nothing treatments.
Prediction 2: Average investment in the All-or-Nothing treatment is higher than in the
Continuous treatment.
We also expect to see differences in trustees’ behavior despite their action space being
identical between treatments. Our model (Corollary 1.ii) generates our third prediction about
average return differences between treatments.
Prediction 3: Average return in the All-or-Nothing treatment is greater than in the Continuous
treatment.
In our experiment, outcome-based models do not predict different returns across
treatments on the same investments; however, according to our model, where demonstrable trust
matters, we expect trustees to show these differences. This is because the investor’s action space
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affects the trustee’s evaluation of trust for a given investment. Investors who invest $10 in the
Continuous treatment demonstrate that they are sufficiently trusting, because they could have
invested less (say $7 or $8) but chose to go “all-in” ($10). While the demonstration of sufficient
trust with high investment is likely to be reciprocated with a high return (Fehr, Gächter, and
Kirchsteiger 1996; Gächter and Falk 2002; Ostrom and Walker 2003), investors who invest all
$10 in the All-or-Nothing treatment cannot clearly demonstrate that they have sufficient trust in
the trustee, because their only alternative is to invest nothing.5 As such, the amount invested in
the All-or-Nothing treatment is a less convincing demonstration of trust. Our model (Corollary
1.i) generates our fourth prediction about differences across treatment in returns on “all-in” $10
investments.
Prediction 4: Conditional on investment of $10, the return in the All-or-Nothing treatment is
lower than in the Continuous treatment.
4. Design and Procedures
4.1.Experiment 1

We conducted Experiment 1 at Chapman University's Economic Science Institute (ESI).
A total of 268 participants were recruited from a participant pool consisting primarily of
undergraduate students and randomly assigned to a single session. Across sessions, we
manipulated the investor’s action space by using two versions of the Trust game (Continuous,

5

Falk et al. (2003) find that in ultimatum games the rejection rate by the second mover of a proposed distribution
(80/20) differs depending upon the alternative(s) the first mover had (i.e., a single 20/80 alternative versus both 20/80
and 50/50 alternatives). The authors claim that the intention behind the proposal is assessed in light of the options
foregone, as the second mover was more likely to reject the 80/20 split when the proposer could have offered an equal
division. Nelson (2002) and Charness and Rabin (2002) report similar results.
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All-or-Nothing), as described above and in the instructions (see Appendix B). There were eight
sessions of the Continuous treatment (N = 172) and four of the All-or-Nothing treatment (N =
96). Those who had participated in trust-based experiments at ESI were excluded. Participants
were seated at visually isolated workstations and interacted with each other anonymously over a
local computer network. The experiment was programmed and conducted using z-Tree
(Fischbacher 2007).
Each of twelve sessions consisted of 18 to 24 participants, lasted approximately 35
minutes, and was sequenced as follows. First, an experimenter read the instructions aloud while
each participant followed along with their own copy of the instructions. The instructions
explained the experimental procedures and payoffs used in the experiment (see Appendix B).
After finishing the instructions, participants were given five minutes to write down their answers
to several questions to ensure that they understood the instructions (see Appendix B).
Participants' answers remained confidential. After participants completed the quiz, the
experimenter distributed a printed copy of the correct quiz answers. The experimenter privately
answered any questions regarding the experimental procedures.
The computer randomly assigned participants into pairs and each participant within a pair
was randomly assigned a role, labeled “person 1” for the investor and “person 2” for the trustee.
Each pair played the Continuous or All-or-Nothing version of the trust game one time. Each
participant was paid $7 for participation and an average of $11.36 from payoffs of the trust
game.
4.2.Experiment 2
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We conducted Experiment 2 at Chapman University's Economic Science Institute (ESI)
after the first experiment described above. A total of 189 participants were recruited from a
participant pool consisting primarily of undergraduate students and randomly assigned to a single
session. Across sessions, we manipulated the version of the game (Continuous, All-or-Nothing)
described in a set of incentivized belief elicitation tasks (see Appendix B). There were five
sessions with the Continuous version (N = 94) and five sessions with the All-or-Nothing version
(N = 95). Those who had participated in trust-based experiments at ESI, including Experiment 1
described above, were excluded from recruitment. Participants were seated at visually isolated
workstations and interacted with each other anonymously over a local computer network.
Each of ten sessions consisted of 23 to 24 participants and lasted approximately 30
minutes. First, participants read the instructions on screen. The instructions explained the
concluded Experiment 1 and its payoffs, as well as possible payoffs in Experiment 2 (see
Appendix B). After finishing the instructions, the experimenter privately answered any questions
regarding the experimental procedures. Next participants answered four sets of questions (see
Appendix B). The order of the sets was randomly determined to be set 1 through 4, or set 4 to set
1. Each participant was paid $7 for participation and an average of $8.65 from payoffs of
Experiment 2.

5. Results
5.1.Experiment 1

We found no significant differences between sessions of a given treatment, so we report
the combined results for both treatments of Experiment 1 in
19

Table 1. Figure 1 displays a bubble plot of the amount sent and returned in both
treatments. There is substantial variability in individual behavior. On average, investors in the
Continuous treatment invest $5.60 and trustees return $5.78, resulting in average earnings of
$10.18 for the investors and $11.03 for the trustees. Return on investment (ROI) is -.15.6 These
results are consistent with previous findings of Berg et al. (1995), despite the aforementioned
differences in the games (i.e., in investment options and trustee endowment). In the All-orNothing treatment, on average investors invest $7.71 and trustees return $7.73, resulting in
average earnings of $10.02 for the investors and $15.40 for the trustees. ROI is .00. The results
of Experiment 1 that we report below are consistent with our theoretical predictions, namely that
returns increase with the amount invested at an increasing rate (Result 1) and that while there is
overall more investment (Result 2) and greater return (Result 3) in the All-or-Nothing than in the
Continuous treatment, reciprocity for an “all-in” investment actually decreases in the All-orNothing treatment (Result 4).
Because investments, earnings and ROI in the two treatments have different variances,
we use the two-sample robust rank-order test for analyzing differences between treatments
(Feltovich 2003).
Result 1: In the Continuous treatment return from investment (return minus investment)
increases in the amount invested at an increasing rate
Figure 4 illustrates that in the Continuous treatment larger investments tend to result in
larger ROI. For example, investments less than $7 generate average returns smaller than the

6

ROI is defined as (return - investment)/investment, and is not defined when investment is zero, thus the reduction in
observations.
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investment, yielding negative ROI (M = -.473, Mdn = -.633, SEM = .078, N = 42). However,
investments $7 or greater on average generate positive ROI (M = .278, Mdn = .456, SEM = .068,
N = 32). A simple OLS regression, where the independent variable is the investment and the
dependent variable is ROI, confirms that the relationship between ROI and investment is
significant (β = .65, t(72) = 7.30, p < .01, N = 74, F(172) = 53.28, Adj. R2 = .417). A quadratic
OLS regression, where the dependent variable is the return and the independent variable is
investment, results in better fit (N = 86, F(2,83) = 134.36, Adj. R2 = 0.758, Bayesian information
criterion (BIC) = 437.93) than a linear model of investment (F(1,84) = 215.00, Adj. R2 = .716,
BIC = 448.47). The increase in Adj. R2 is significant (F(1,83) = 15.81, p < .001). This quadratic
regression is plotted in Figure 2.
Result 2: Investment in the All-or-Nothing treatment ($7.71) is higher than in the
Continuous treatment ($5.60).
Consistent with Prediction 2, investment is higher in the All-or-Nothing treatment than in
the Continuous treatment based on the robust rank-order test (U = 3.222, p < .001). In the
Continuous treatment fewer investors (59%) invest $5 or more, compared to the All-or-Nothing
treatment (77%), a significant difference according to Fischer’s exact test (p = .028, N1 = 48, N2
= 86). Finally, there is little difference in the proportion of $0 investments between the All-orNothing treatment and the Continuous treatment (23% versus 14%). Fisher's exact test indicates
the difference is not significant (p = 0.223, N1 = 48, N2 = 86).
Despite the increase in investment, investor's earnings in the All-or-Nothing treatment
and the Continuous treatment do not differ (U = .831, p = .203). The increase in wealth created
by increased investment is captured by trustees who earn more (U = 3.293, p < .001) in the All-
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or-Nothing treatment than trustees in the Continuous treatment. The pattern is robust when
examining only results where investment was greater than zero: investor's earnings in the All-orNothing treatment and the Continuous treatment do not differ (U = 0.854, p = .197), and trustees
earn more (U = 9.316, p < .001) in the All-or-Nothing treatment than trustees in the Continuous
treatment.
Result 3: Consistent with Prediction 3, return in the All-or-Nothing treatment is greater
than in the Continuous treatment.
As reported in Table 1, conditional on some level of investment, average returns are
significantly greater in the All-or-Nothing treatment than in the Continuous treatment (U = 2.382,
p = .009). The average return is a function of average investment, which is constrained but
greater in the All-or-Nothing treatment. To examine differential reciprocity across treatments, we
restrict our attention to comparable levels of investments.
Result 4: Consistent with Prediction 4, conditional on full investment of $10, the average
ROI in the All-or-Nothing treatment is significantly lower than in the Continuous treatment.
As reported in Table 1, conditional on full investment, average ROI is significantly
greater in the All-or-Nothing treatment than in the Continuous treatment (U = 1.978, p = .024).
As shown in Figure 3, in the All-or-Nothing treatment, 19% of trustees return $0, 8% of trustees
return less than $10, 24% return exactly $10, and 49% return more than $10 (untabulated). In
contrast, in the Continuous treatment only 4% of trustees return $0, 21% return exactly $10, and
75% return more than $10 (untabulated). The proportion of $10 investments earning a ROI
greater than zero is lower in the All-or-Nothing treatment (73%) than in the Continuous treatment
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(96%) based on Fisher's exact test (p = .022, N1 = 37, N2 = 24), a result that is consistent with
our theoretical conjectures (Prediction 4).
5.2.Experiment 2

No significant differences were found between sessions of a given treatment, as well as no
significant differences from question order of a given treatment, so we report the combined
results of all sessions and orders below.
The results of Experiment 2 are consistent with the premises of our theory. In particular,
people believe that investors with different degrees of trust exist in a population and expect they
will invest differently if allowed to, but –when restricted by All-or-Nothing options—people
expect investors will indistinguishably pool together with “all-in” investments. Our model
proposes that people perceive this pooling of investor trust types under All-or-Nothing
restrictions and respond accordingly. To provide further evidence that people expect and
perceive what the model proposes, we examine results of our incentivized belief elicitation
experiment.
First, we asked participants to reveal the investment that they expect a person with a certain
degree of trust (not trusting, barely trusting, somewhat trusting, mostly trusting, completely
trusting) would make in a version of the Trust game. Next, we asked participants to predict the
investments that other participants in their session would expect invested, given the degree of
trust attributed to an investor. The results of these predictions are displayed in Figure 6 (panel
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a).7 For the Continuous treatment, we see steadily increasing predicted investment over
increasing degrees of attributed trust. In the All-or-Nothing treatment participants predicted that
investment would increase across degrees of attributed trust, though the increase they predicted
is less steady across the five degree of trust than what they predicted in the Continuous
treatment. For four of the five degrees of trust we asked about, we find significantly different
participant predictions between treatments using the two-sample robust rank-order test.
To illustrate how investors with different degrees of trust are expected to pool together,
indistinguishably choosing identical all-in investment amounts in the All-or-Nothing treatment
(but otherwise showing more investment variation in the Continuous treatment), we assemble
and compare proportions of all-in investments (of $10) expected by participants for each degree
of trust attributed to an investor, and display these in Figure 6 panel (b). Data from the
incentivized belief elicitation task suggests that a hypothetical trustee observing the all-in $10
investment in the Continuous version would be almost assured (97%) in believing that the
investor was “completely trusting”. However, in the All-or-Nothing version a hypothetical trustee
observing the all-in $10 investment would be less assured of the investor’s degree of trust,
believing that they could be anywhere from “somewhat trusting” (≈20%), to “mostly trusting”
(≈40%), or “completely trusting” (≈40%). This result is important as it provides evidence for the
underlying mechanism behind our theory. In particular, our key prediction that full investments
will be more generously reciprocated in the Continuous treatment because they provide a clearer
signal of the investor to be trusting.

7

In Figure 6 we report the results of question 2, where participants are predicting what other participants reported in
question 1. Since question 2 is incentive compatible, we elect to report these results. However, reporting and
analyzing the results of question 1, as opposed to question 2, results in comparable results and conclusions.
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To see if participants expected different average investment across treatments, we examine
the results of question 3, a belief elicitation task where participants predict what percentage of
investors invested a given amount. Figure 7 displays predicted investment in experiment 2 (in
bars) and actual results of experiment 1 (as a connected line). While the direction is consistent
with our theory, we find no significant difference between the average invested in the All-orNothing treatment (M = 5.34, SEM = .26) and the Continuous treatment (M = 4.99, SEM = .19).
The average investment in experiment 1 was greater than predicted (7.71 for the All-or-Nothing
treatment and 5.60 for the Continuous treatment), and this difference is significant (p < .001 for
both treatments).8
Figure 8 suggests that investments are perceived as a relatively noisier proxy of investor trust
in the All-Or-Nothing version. To see whether participants expect this perception to affect
reciprocity, we examine results of the last question in the set of belief elicitation tasks, where we
asked participants to predict how much trustees would return when receiving a maximum
investment. While the amounts predicted are greater than the actual observed averages from
Experiment 1, we find similar directional results. The average of $12.72 (SEM = .46) that
participants expect returned in the All-or-Nothing treatment is significantly lower than the
average of $14.44 (SEM = .59) expected in the Continuous treatment (U = 2.340, p = .009). In

8

It is also clear from the graph that people underestimate the probability of observing $10 investments in both Allor-Nothing and Continuous treatments. This means that people likely underestimate the proportion of completely
trusting subjects in the population (i.e., the prior -p- in our model). While this underestimation does not affect the
direction of our theory results and hence predictions, it might affect the magnitude of the treatment differences. In
particular, it would increase the difference in reciprocation of $10 investments between All-or-Nothing and
Continuous treatments. This is because, while in Continuous the trustee infers the investor’s type regardless of the
prior, in All-or-Nothing the posterior belief is equal to her (underestimated) prior so she would reciprocate less than
if she has the right priors.
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both treatments, participants expect positive returns on all-in investments, though we only
observe them in the Continuous treatment of Experiment 1.
6. Discussion
Our experiment was motivated by two questions: (i) can we generate more investment by
restricting the investor’s choice set to an All-or-Nothing option?, and (ii) if we can generate
higher investment using All-or-Nothing restrictions, will higher investment lead to higher
reciprocity or might it “backfire” for investors? In our first experiment we found that (i) indeed,
we can coax more investment with an All-or-Nothing design than with a Continuous design, but
(ii) that the All-or-Nothing design also results in paradoxically low reciprocity for investors who
do not share in the increased wealth.
These results are consistent with our intentions-based theoretical framework showing that
the forced choice between extreme All-or-Nothing options leads to both non-trusting and trusting
investors indistinguishably going “all in”. When these investor types pool together under All-orNothing conditions that obfuscate the demonstrability of trust, the intention behind an investors’
all-in investment is ambiguous. In the All-or-Nothing treatment where non-trusting investors (to
whom trustees are less willing to reciprocate) and trusting investors (to whom trustees are more
willing to reciprocate) cannot be distinguished, trustees are more discouraged from reciprocating
investments than in the Continuous treatment where investor trust intentions are distinguished
more easily.
Results from our second experiment reveal that most participants expect others to show
the greater tendency towards “all-in” investment behaviors that we report observing under Allor-Nothing conditions of our first experiment. Most participants believe and expect others to
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believe that an investor’s level of investment in the Continuous condition positively correlates
with the investor’s level of trust. As such, participants believe that investment signals trust in the
Continuous condition. But our second experiment also confirms that most participants believe
and expect others to believe that non-trusting investors (along with trusting investors) are more
likely to go “all-in” in the All-or-Nothing treatment. As such, participants believe that
investments cannot function as discriminant signals in the All-or-Nothing treatment, consistent
with our explanation for why they also expect lower rates of trustee reciprocation.
Most studies measuring trust employ variants of either a continuous version of the trust
game of Berg et al. (1995) or, the binary version of the trust game of Güth et al. (1997), or other
variants that limit participants to non-continuous choice options about transfer amounts. There
are many early examples of often-cited studies (C. Camerer and Weigelt 1998; Dasgupta 1988;
Kreps 1990), as well as later studies (Malhotra and Murnighan 2002; Schniter et al. 2013),
referring to games with binary choices as “trust games”. If reciprocity was purely motivated by
distributional concerns (Bolton and Ockenfels 2000; Fehr and Schmidt 1999), we would expect
equivalent reciprocity of same levels of investments regardless of the granularity of the
investor’s action space. While previous research furthers understanding of trust and reciprocity,
the results of our first experiment demonstrating disparate behavior between different trust
games suggest caution should be taken when comparing results from one game to the other.
Results of our second experiment only strengthen this critical call for caution: participants beliefs
and expectations indicate that these behavioral differences are expected and understood in terms
of investors intentions to trust and trustees’ intentions to reciprocate trust-based investment.
Furthermore, while the fundamental determinants motivating trust and reciprocity in binary trust
games should correspond to determinants of trust and reciprocity observed in continuous games,
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the degree to which these determinants actually motivate trust and reciprocity should depend on
the granularity of the action space useful for signaling the calibration of internal motivations.
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Figures and Tables
Figure 1: Monetary Payoffs in the Trust Game

Note: The trust game is represented in extensive form. M is the endowment, x is the amount
“invested” by the investor. Any amount sent is multiplied 𝑟 > 1 times so that the trustee receives
an income of 𝑟𝑥 dollars. The trustee can return 𝑦 ≤ 𝑟𝑥 dollars to the investor.
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Figure 2: Non-trusting type’s utility if 𝒙𝑪𝑳 < 𝒙𝑨𝑵
𝑳 =𝑴

Note: The graph shows the utility of a non-trusting investor as a function of the investment. The
inverted U-shaped form captures the trade-off between return from investment and the insecurity
from trusting.
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Figure 3: Expected return on investments if 𝒙𝑪𝑳 < 𝒙𝑨𝑵
𝑳 =𝑴

Note: The graph shows the expected increase in return when increasing investment in both
versions of the trust game (All-or-Nothing, Continuous). Investments -𝑥- are on the x-axis and
expected returns given beliefs -𝐸𝜃 [𝑦|𝑥]- on the y-axis. Equilibrium belief in the All-or-Nothing
treatment is equal to the prior (i.e., 𝜃 = 𝑝) because everybody invests. Equilibrium beliefs in the
Continuous treatment are given by 𝜃 = 1 when observing “all-in” investments (𝑥 = 𝑀) and 𝜃 =
0 otherwise (𝑥 = 𝑥𝐿𝐶 < 𝑀).
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Figure 4: Bubble Plots of Investment and Return by Experimental treatment

Note: Observations are plotted with bubbles, where the relative size indicates the proportion of
observations in the treatment. The smallest bubble plotted represents approximately 1.5 percent
and the largest bubble plotted approximately 33 percent.
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Figure 5: Distribution of Returns Conditional on Investment of $10 by Experimental
treatment
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Figure 6: Investment Conditional on Attributed Trust
Panel (a): Predicted Investment Given The Degree of Trust Attributed to Investor

Panel (b): Proportions of Investors Predicted to Invest Their Entire $10 Endowment
Given the Degree of Trust Attributed.

Note: The degree of trust attributed to investors was presented to participants in an ordered set
from lower to higher in Experiment 2 question 2 shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 7: Predicted and Actual Investment Across Treatments

Note: Results of Experiment 2 question 3 shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 8: Predicted Reciprocity Across Treatments Given $10 Investment

Note: Results of Experiment 2 question 4 shown in Appendix B
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Table 1: Summary Statistics for Experiment 1 by treatment
Continuous game
All-or-Nothing game
(172 participants)
(96 participants)
Investment
$5.60
$7.71
$5.00
$10.00
(.39)
(.61)
86
48
Return conditional upon investment
$6.72
$10.03
greater than zero
$6.50
$10.00
(.68)
(.95)
74
37
Return on Investment (ROI)
-.15
.00
.00
.00
(.07)
(.09)
74
37
Investor Earnings
$10.18
$10.02
$10.00
$10.00
(.37)
(.73)
86
48
Trustee Earnings
$11.03
$15.40
$12.88
$15.00
(.73)
(1.42)
86
48
Investor Earnings conditional upon
$10.21
$10.03
investment greater the zero
$10.00
$10.00
(.43)
(.95)
74
37
Trustee Earnings conditional upon
$12.81
$19.97
investment greater the zero
$13.00
$20.00
(.63)
(.95)
74
37
Return on Investment (ROI)
.30
.00
conditional upon investment of $10
.50
.00
(.07)
(.09)
24
37
Mean, median, standard error of the mean in parenthesis, and number of observations in italics
reported. ROI is defined as return less investment divided by investment and is not defined when
investment is zero.
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Appendix A: Instructions for the Continuous [All-or-Nothing] treatment of Experiment 1
This is an experiment in the economics of decision-making. Various research agencies have
provided funds for this research. The currency used in the experiment is experimental dollars, and they
will be converted to U.S. Dollars at a rate of 1 experimental dollar to 1 dollar. At the end of the
experiment your earnings will be paid to you in private and in cash. It is very important that you remain
silent and do not look at other people's work. If you have any questions, or need assistance of any kind,
please raise your hand and an experimenter will come to you. If you talk, laugh, exclaim out loud, etc…
you will be asked to leave and you will not be paid. We expect, and appreciate, you adhering to these
policies.
The participants in today's experiment will be randomly assigned into two-person groups. In
addition to the group assignment each participant will also be randomly assigned to a specific type in the
group, designated as Person 1 or Person 2. You and the other participant in your group will make choices
that will determine your payoffs. The experiment consists of two decision stages.
In stage 1, Person 1 receives $10 and then decides how many dollars to send to Person 2. Person
1 can send none, more than none, or all of the $10 to Person 2. [For the All-or-Nothing game, this
sentence read “Person 1 receives $10 and then decides whether to send either $0 or $10 to Person”].
The amount sent by Person 1 is tripled before reaching Person 2. In stage 2, Person 2 decides how many
of the dollars they received to send back to Person 1. Person 2 can send back none, more than none, or all
of the amount received back to Person 1. At that point the experiment is over. Next we describe in details
the decisions made by both persons in each stage of the experiment.
Stage 1: Person 1 receives $10 and then decides how many dollars to send to Person 2. Person 1 can send
none, more than none, or all of the $10. [For the All-or-Nothing game, these sentences read “Person 1
receives $10 and then decides whether to send either $0 or $10 to Person 2”]. Person 1 enters the amount
sent to Person 2 in the box labeled “The amount sent by Person 1” below [Figure A5 was shown after this
paragraph]. Person 1 keeps any amount that is not sent to Person 2. The amount sent by Person 1 is tripled
before reaching Person 2.
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Stage 2: After learning the amount sent by Person 1, Person 2 decides how many dollars to send
back to Person 1. Person 2 can send back none, more than none, or all of the amount in Person 2's account
at that time. Person 2 enters the amount sent back to Person 1 in the box labeled “The amount sent back
by Person 2” below [Figure A6 was shown after this paragraph]. The amount sent back by Person 2 is
NOT multiplied. Person 2 keeps any amount that is not sent back to Person 1.

Finally, at the end of the Stage 2 the total earnings are reported to each person. Person 1's
earnings will equal $10 less the amount sent to Person 2 plus the amount sent back by Person 2. Person
2's earning will equal three times the amount sent by Person 1 less the amount sent back to Person 1.
SUMMARY
The computer will assign you and one other participant to a two-person group, consisting of
Person 1 and Person 2. In stage 1, Person 1 receives $10 and then decides how many dollars to send to
Person 2. [For the All-or-Nothing game, this sentence read “Person 1 receives $10 and then decides
whether to send either $0 or $10 to Person 2”]. Person 1 can send none, more than none, or all of the
$10. The amount sent by Person 1 is tripled. In stage 2, Person 2 decides how many dollars to send back
to Person 1. Person 2 can send back none, more than none, or all of the amount in Person 2's account at
that time. At the end of Stage 2 the total earnings are reported to each person. This experiment is now
over and your earnings will be part of the total you will be paid.
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QUIZ
Before starting, we want you to answer some questions regarding the experiment to be sure you
understand what will follow. After five minutes an experimenter will return to privately review your
answers. Afterwards you will participate in the experiment only one time.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

True or false: the amount sent by Person 1 is tripled before reaching Person 2’s account.
True or false: the amount sent back by Person 2 is tripled before reaching Person 1’s account.
What is the largest amount Person 1 can send to Person 2?
What is the smallest amount Person 1 can send to Person 2?
If Person 1 sent $4.20 to Person 2, what is largest amount Person 2 can send back to Person 1?
If Person 1 sent $9.00 to Person 2, what is smallest amount Person 2 can send back to Person 1?
True or false: If Person 1 sends something to Person 2, then Person 2 has to send something back
to Person 1.
True or false: you will participate in this experiment only one time.

For the All-or-Nothing treatment, questions 3 through 7 were:
3.
What are the only two possible amounts Person 1 can send to Person 2?
4.
If Person 1 sent $0 to Person 2, what is the smallest amount Person 2 can send back to Person 1?
5.
If Person 1 sent $10 to Person 2, what is the smallest amount Person 2 can send back to Person
1?
6.
If Person 1 sent $10 to Person 2, what is the largest amount Person 2 can send back to Person 1?
7.
True or false: If Person 1 sends $10 to Person 2, then Person 2 has to send something back to Person 1.
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Appendix B: Instructions for the Continuous [All-or-Nothing] treatment of Experiment 1
This is an experiment in the economics of decision-making. Various research agencies have
provided funds for this research. The currency used in the experiment is experimental dollars, and they
will be converted to U.S. Dollars at a rate of 1 experimental dollar to 1 dollar. At the end of the
experiment your earnings will be paid to you in private and in cash. It is very important that you remain
silent and do not look at other people's work. If you have any questions, or need assistance of any kind,
please raise your hand and an experimenter will come to you. If you talk, laugh, exclaim out loud, etc…
you will be asked to leave and you will not be paid. We expect, and appreciate, you adhering to these
policies.
The participants in today's experiment will be randomly assigned into two-person groups. In
addition to the group assignment each participant will also be randomly assigned to a specific type in the
group, designated as Person 1 or Person 2. You and the other participant in your group will make choices
that will determine your payoffs. The experiment consists of two decision stages.
In stage 1, Person 1 receives $10 and then decides how many dollars to send to Person 2. Person
1 can send none, more than none, or all of the $10 to Person 2. [For the All-or-Nothing game, this
sentence read “Person 1 receives $10 and then decides whether to send either $0 or $10 to Person”].
The amount sent by Person 1 is tripled before reaching Person 2. In stage 2, Person 2 decides how many
of the dollars they received to send back to Person 1. Person 2 can send back none, more than none, or all
of the amount received back to Person 1. At that point the experiment is over. Next we describe in details
the decisions made by both persons in each stage of the experiment.
Stage 1: Person 1 receives $10 and then decides how many dollars to send to Person 2. Person 1 can send
none, more than none, or all of the $10. [For the All-or-Nothing game, these sentences read “Person 1
receives $10 and then decides whether to send either $0 or $10 to Person 2”]. Person 1 enters the amount
sent to Person 2 in the box labeled “The amount sent by Person 1” below [Figure A5 was shown after this
paragraph]. Person 1 keeps any amount that is not sent to Person 2. The amount sent by Person 1 is tripled
before reaching Person 2.
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Stage 2: After learning the amount sent by Person 1, Person 2 decides how many dollars to send
back to Person 1. Person 2 can send back none, more than none, or all of the amount in Person 2's account
at that time. Person 2 enters the amount sent back to Person 1 in the box labeled “The amount sent back
by Person 2” below [Figure A6 was shown after this paragraph]. The amount sent back by Person 2 is
NOT multiplied. Person 2 keeps any amount that is not sent back to Person 1.

Finally, at the end of the Stage 2 the total earnings are reported to each person. Person 1's
earnings will equal $10 less the amount sent to Person 2 plus the amount sent back by Person 2. Person
2's earning will equal three times the amount sent by Person 1 less the amount sent back to Person 1.
SUMMARY
The computer will assign you and one other participant to a two-person group, consisting of
Person 1 and Person 2. In stage 1, Person 1 receives $10 and then decides how many dollars to send to
Person 2. [For the All-or-Nothing game, this sentence read “Person 1 receives $10 and then decides
whether to send either $0 or $10 to Person 2”]. Person 1 can send none, more than none, or all of the
$10. The amount sent by Person 1 is tripled. In stage 2, Person 2 decides how many dollars to send back
to Person 1. Person 2 can send back none, more than none, or all of the amount in Person 2's account at
that time. At the end of Stage 2 the total earnings are reported to each person. This experiment is now
over and your earnings will be part of the total you will be paid.
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QUIZ
Before starting, we want you to answer some questions regarding the experiment to be sure you
understand what will follow. After five minutes an experimenter will return to privately review your
answers. Afterwards you will participate in the experiment only one time.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

True or false: the amount sent by Person 1 is tripled before reaching Person 2’s account.
True or false: the amount sent back by Person 2 is tripled before reaching Person 1’s account.
What is the largest amount Person 1 can send to Person 2?
What is the smallest amount Person 1 can send to Person 2?
If Person 1 sent $4.20 to Person 2, what is largest amount Person 2 can send back to Person 1?
If Person 1 sent $9.00 to Person 2, what is smallest amount Person 2 can send back to Person 1?
True or false: If Person 1 sends something to Person 2, then Person 2 has to send something back
to Person 1.
True or false: you will participate in this experiment only one time.

For the All-or-Nothing treatment, questions 3 through 7 were:
8.
What are the only two possible amounts Person 1 can send to Person 2?
9.
If Person 1 sent $0 to Person 2, what is the smallest amount Person 2 can send back to Person 1?
10. If Person 1 sent $10 to Person 2, what is the smallest amount Person 2 can send back to Person
1?
11. If Person 1 sent $10 to Person 2, what is the largest amount Person 2 can send back to Person 1?
12. True or false: If Person 1 sends $10 to Person 2, then Person 2 has to send something back to Person 1.
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Appendix B: Instructions and Questions for Continuous [All-or-Nothing] Versions of
Experiment 2
This is a computerized experiment in the economics of decision-making. Various research agencies have
provided funds for this research. By following the instructions carefully and making good decisions, you
may earn an additional amount of money besides the show up bonus of $7. The actual amount of
additional money that you may earn will depend on your decisions and the decisions of others. Your
money will be paid to you in cash after the experiment ends.
There are a couple basic rules you must follow:
1. Do not talk to others or make private vocalizations at any time during the experiments.
2. Do not discuss these experiments with others outside of the laboratory.
3. If you have any questions after the instructions are over, or during the experiments, please raise
your hand. An experimenter will come to your location and answer your questions privately.
General Description of the Experiments
The experiment consists of a computerized questionnaire broken into 3 separate sections with varying
decision tasks. In each of the separate sections, one randomly chosen decision determines your earnings
from the section. Your overall income from the experiment will be based on the sum of earnings from the
3 separate sections of the questionnaire. It is in your best interest to make a careful decision in all possible
situations. Neither during nor after the experiment will you or any other participant in this experiment be
informed about the true identity of those with whom you are interacting or who interacted in previous
experiments.
Researchers at the Economic Science Institute (ESI) have conducted an experiment using an anonymous
two-person economic interaction (between a Person 1 and a Person 2) over a computer network. A
description of that experiment follows.
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EXPLANATION OF THE ORIGINAL EXPERIMENT
IMPORTANT: You will not participate in the experiment explained below, but it is important that
you understand it because you will make guesses related to people and decisions from this original
experiment.
Below are the instructions that were provided to participants in the original experiment.
This is an experiment in the economics of decision-making. Various research agencies have
provided funds for this research. The currency used in the experiment is experimental dollars, and
they will be converted to U.S. Dollars at a rate of 1 experimental dollar to 1 dollar. At the end of
the experiment your earnings will be paid to you in private and in cash. It is very important that
you remain silent and do not look at other people's work. If you have any questions, or need
assistance of any kind, please raise your hand and an experimenter will come to you. If you talk,
laugh, exclaim out loud, etc... you will be asked to leave and you will not be paid. We expect, and
appreciate, you adhering to these policies.
The participants in today's experiment will be randomly assigned into two person groups. In
addition to the group assignment each participant will also be randomly assigned to a specific
type in the group, designated as Person 1 or Person 2. You and the other participant in your group
will make choices that will determine your payoffs. The experiment consists of two decision
stages.
In stage 1, Person 1 receives $10 and then decides how many dollars to send to Person 2. Person
1 can send none, more than none, or all of the $10 to Person 2. [For the All-or-Nothing version,
this sentence read “Person 1 receives $10 and then decides whether to send either $0 or $10 to
Person”]. The amount sent by Person 1 is tripled before reaching Person 2. Person 1 keeps any
amount that is not sent to Person 2. In stage 2, Person 2 decides how many of the dollars they
received to send back to Person 1. Person 2 can send back none, more than none, or all of the
amount received back to Person 1. The amount sent back by Person 2 is NOT multiplied. Person
2 keeps any amount that is not sent back to Person 1. At that point the experiment is over.
SITUATION UNDERLYING TODAY’S EXPERIMENT: After collecting extensive data from the
experiment described above, researchers are now interested to learn more about how you match
attributions to transfer amounts in the economic interaction described above.
You can always return to the description of the original experiment by clicking upon the tab above.
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Incentivized Belief Elicitation Task Questions (Experiment 2)
Text in italics listed below the question explain version differences.
Part 1 Questions
Consider each of the examples below, then indicate what you believe the Person 1s described most likely
transferred in the experiment. The trust attributions we are considering are from an ordered set not
trusting, barely trusting, somewhat trusting, mostly trusting, completely trusting describing a Person 1's
overall degree of trust in the economic interaction. Your anonymized responses will be used along with
responses from other participants here today for scoring your answers to questions we ask in the next part.
Please hit ENTER or click the Set Value button after providing each answer below.
Person 1 started with $10 and had the choice to transfer <description> of the $10 to Person 2. Given their
available options how much do you think a Person 1 who was <attribute> would have transferred to
Person 2?
In both task versions questions 1 – 5 used the attribute
1. not trusting
2. barely trusting
3. somewhat trusting
4. mostly trusting
5. completely trusting
All-or-Nothing version
• The description was “all or none”
• Values listed were 0 or 10
Continuous version
• The description was “any amount”
• Values listed were 0, 1, 2, …, 9, 10
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Part 2 Questions
Others participating in today's experiment will also indicate their beliefs about amounts most likely
transferred by the Person 1s described in the examples below. You can earn money by correctly guessing
what others in today's experiment indicate they believe.
You can earn up to $10 for your selected guess if it is the same as the most common guess for that
question in today's experiment. We will calculate payment for these guesses (depending on accuracy)
using the following scoring rule: If your guess is exactly the same as any most common guess (or most
common guesses in the case of ties) observed in the distribution of all other participants' guesses you will
earn $10. If your guess is not the same as the most common guess(s) observed in the distribution of all
other participants' guesses you will earn $0.
Please hit ENTER or click the Set Value button after providing each answer below.
A <attribute> Person 1 would have transferred to Person 2? Others' most common answer:
In both versions questions 1 – 5 used the attribute
1. not trusting
2. barely trusting
3. somewhat trusting
4. mostly trusting
5. completely trusting
All-or-Nothing version
• The description was “all or none”
• Values listed were 0 or 10
Continuous version
• The description was “any amount”
• Values listed were 0, 1, 2, …, 9, 10
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Part 3 Questions
Person 1 started with $10 and had the choice to transfer any amount of the $10 to Person 2. Please
indicate the distribution that you think matches the distribution of Person 1 transfer decisions that
occurred in the original experiment. You can earn up to $10 for your guess. The closer your guess is to
the correct average (from the original experiment), the more you can earn. We will calculate payment for
the selected guess (depending on accuracy) using the following scoring rule: If your guess is exactly right
or within 2.5% above or below the correct average you will earn $10. If your guess is further off than
2.5% you will earn $0.25 divided by the (absolute) distance between your guess and the correct average.
Your guesses for the “N” questions below must total to 100%.
Person 1 started with $10 and had the choice to transfer <description> of the $10 to Person 2. What
percent of Person 1's transferred:
Please hit ENTER or click the Set Value button after providing each answer below.

In both versions participants entered a value between 0% and 100% and the sum of the questions were
required to sum up to 100%.
All-or-Nothing version
• The description was “all or none”
• Two questions asked:
1. $0 of their $10 to Person 2
2. $10 of their $10 to Person 2
Continuous version
• The description was “any amount”
• Eleven questions asked:
1. $0 of their $10 to Person 2
2. $1 of their $10 to Person 2
3. $2 of their $10 to Person 2
4. $3 of their $10 to Person 2
5. $4 of their $10 to Person 2
6. $5 of their $10 to Person 2
7. $6 of their $10 to Person 2
8. $7 of their $10 to Person 2
9. $8 of their $10 to Person 2
10. $9 of their $10 to Person 2
11. $10 of their $10 to Person 2
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Part 4 Questions
Taking the perspective of a Person 2 from the original experiment, consider each of the examples below,
then guess the average amount a Person 2 returned to Person 1 for each example. Your guess about
Person 2's return can include amounts with dollars and cents.
You can earn up to $10 for your guess, depending on accuracy. We will score guesses for accuracy using
the following rule: If your guess is exactly right or not more than $0.25 away from the average amount
returned among Person 2s facing the situation described in the original experiment, you will earn $10. If
your estimate is further off than $0.25 from the average you will earn $2.50 divided by the (absolute)
distance between your guess and the average.
Please hit ENTER or click the Set Value button after providing each answer below.
How much do you think the average Person 2 returned to Person 1 after receiving $<amount> (the tripled
transfer) from a Person 1 who had an option to transfer <description> of their $10 endowment? Person 2
probably returned:

In both versions participants entered a value between 0 and the amount received (which varies by
question).
All-or-Nothing version
• The description was “all or none”
• One question asked:
1. Amount was 30
Continuous version
• The description was “any amount”
• 10 questions asked:
1. Amount was 3
2. Amount was 6
3. Amount was 9
4. Amount was 12
5. Amount was 15
6. Amount was 18
7. Amount was 21
8. Amount was 24
9. Amount was 27
10. Amount was 30
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